Nautical Knots Necklace and Starfish Earrings
By Heather Powers
Learn to twist wire into figure 8 knots to create unique links for
this ocean inspired bead necklace.

Tools: basic jewelry-making pliers, wire cutters, scissors, ruler and black Sharpie marker
Recommended tools: Vintaj bail-making pliers (6mm & 8mm pair) and chain nose parallel pliers

Supply list:

Humblebeads Starfish pendant

3" 1/8" leather cord

12 6mm fire-polished faceted beads

16 brass eye pins

16 4mm round druk beads

17mm brass rope jump ring

4 12mm Czech glass flowers

4 9.25mm etched brass jump rings

6 3mm round druk beads

2 5mm brass jump rings

3" 2ply waxed linen

1 4mm brass crimp cover

16" solid brass flat oval chain

40" 18 gauge twisted Parawire in natural brass

Brass eye hook

Starfish Pendant:

1. Cut a 4” length of wire. Insert 1 ½” of the wire into the starfish pendant. Bend the front wire
to the back and the back wire to the front.
2. On the longer wire, use round nose pliers to create a loop. Wrap the shorter wire two times
under the loop, trim off the extra wire and use chain nose pliers to tighten the end of the wire
closer to the wrap. Hold onto the loop with chain nose pliers and wrap the longer wire two
times over the first two wraps. Trim the wire and with the chain nose plier pinch the end close
to wrap. Use a Sharpie marker to darken the cut end of the wire.

3. Tie the waxed linen under the wrapped wire. Turn the pendant over and tie a knot in the back
and repeat to tie the waxed linen one more time in the front.
4. On one strand of the waxed linen, string on one 3mm druk bead, tie a knot. String on two more
druk beads and tie a knot. Repeat on the other side starting with two beads, tie a knot, one
bead, tie a knot. Trim excess waxed linen leaving ⅛” tail on each side.

Wire Links:

1. Cut 6” of wire, at 2 ¾” from the end form a loop around the larger side of the bail making
pliers*.
2. Repeat on the other side of the wire, wrapping the wire in the opposite direction to form a
figure 8.

3. Hold onto the top loop with chain nose pliers, wrap the back wire from the front to the back of
the center of the figure 8. The wire should wrap under the top wire and toward the back again.
Trim the excess wire and with chain nose pliers press the end of the cut wire tightly into the
wrap.
4. Wrap the other wire over the front, toward the back of the wire link. Use chain nose pliers to
trim the wire and tighten the end of the wire into the center of the link.
*If you don’t have these pliers you can wrap the wire around the Sharpie to make larger loops.
Repeat to create 6 wire links in total.

Constructing the Necklace:

1. String one 4mm bead onto an eye pin, wrap a simple loop with round nose pliers, set aside.
Repeat 3 times.
2. String three 4mm beads onto an eye pin, wrap a simple loop with round nose pliers, set aside.
Repeat 3 times.
3. String three 6mm beads onto an eye pin, wrap a simple loop with round nose pliers, set aside.
Repeat once more.
4. String a 12mm flower bead onto an eye pin, wrap a simple loop with round nose pliers, set
aside. Repeat once more.

5. Open the 17mm jump ring, add on the starfish pendant and two single 4mm bead links, close
the jump ring. Open the loops on one of the 4mm bead links, slide onto the wire links, close
loop. Repeat with the 4mm bead link right next to it.
6. Attach the first wire link and another wire link together with two of the 6mm bead links.
7. Attach the next wire link with the flower bead link.
8. Attach the two bead links with six 4mm beads to the last link.
9. Use the 9.25mm jump ring to attach a flower bead link to the necklace.
10. Attach the chain to the necklace with another 9.25mm jump ring.
11. Repeat the pattern on the other side of the necklace.

Leather Clasp
1. On the right-hand side of the chain attach the clasp
with a 5mm jump ring. On the left-hand slide necklace
add the other 5mm jump ring.
2. String the leather through the loop and fold over.
3. Open the larger crimp bead by inserting the tip of the
chain nose pliers into the crimp bead and opening the
pliers slower to separate the crimp.
4. String the crimp over both sides of the leather cord.
Close the crimp with parallel chain nose pliers. (Use
chain nose pliers or crimp pliers as a substitute.)

4. Tie a knot in the leather, leaving about a 5/8” loop. Trim off the excess leather cord, leaving a ¼”
tail.

Starfish Earrings
Tools: basic jewelry-making pliers,
wire cutters, scissors and 1.5mm
metal hole punch.

Supply List:
2 Humblebeads Starfish charms
10 3mm round druk beads
2 8mm English cut glass beads
2 8mm brass jump rings
2 brass hammered rings
2 brass earwires
2 brass eye pins
10" 2 ply waxed linen

1. Use the 1.5mm hole punch to create a hole at the bottom center of the hammered link.
2. Use an 8mm jump ring to add the starfish charm to the hammered ring.
3. String the 8mm English cut bead an eye pin, create a simple loop on top. Attach the bead link
to the top of the hammered ring.
4. Cut two 5” lengths of the waxed linen. Tie the waxed linen under the beaded link with a lark’s
head knot: fold the waxed linen in half, with the loop end string through the loop under the
bead, pull the two ends of the waxed linen through the loop.
5. On one side of the waxed linen string on five 3mm druk beads, tie a knot and trim to an ⅛”
length. Repeat on the other side of waxed linen. Untwist ends of waxed linen.
6. Add earwire to the top of the beaded link.

Resources:
Starfish, Czech glass, jump rings, clasp, hammered links and waxed linen: Humbleads,
humblebeads.com
Leather and parallel pliers: The Bead Shop, beadshop.com

Bail making pliers, chain and wire: Vintaj, vintaj.com

